May Natural Resource Report
Prepared By: Josh Clark
Overall May was a productive month. It tends to be busy, but really they all are. The weather
has been cooperative for our weed control and on the rainy days we were able to get the greenhouse
seedlings potted up, clean up shop and yard, weed our seed production beds, clean and do maintenance
on equipment, safety training, and planting plants.
May is when our interns and seasonal employees typically show up to work. This year we have
Nicholas (Cole) Hayden returning and Abbey Rogers who is a participant in the AmeriCorps program
joining us.
Cole graduated from NIU this spring and like several of our interns have in the past they return
to us to gain more experience while figuring out what’s next and looking for a post-internship job. It is
nice when we have 2nd year interns because the training that they received in their 1st year helps us be
more efficient and they can help train the 1st year interns.
Abbey joins us from the AmeriCorps program. AmeriCorps is a network of national service
programs, made up of three primary programs that each take a different approach to improving lives
and fostering civic engagement. Abbey lives in North Carolina where she attends UNC Chapel Hill.
Abbey doesn’t have much experience in natural resources but she is a quick learner and in her first
week has done a great job.
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The Greenhouse filled up quickly this year. Transplanting the seedlings from the germination boxes to
the 50 cell flats that we grow them in can be fairly time consuming. Luckily there were a couple of
rainy days while I was on vacation that allowed Patrick, Cole, and Damon to knock out the majority of
the transplanting. I was surprised when I came back to work that they had finished the task. I was also
very impressed as I so often am by how much they can get done. Unofficially it looks like we were able
to grow over 5,000 plants.

Cole and Damon potting up seedlings
This time of year our greenhouse, which is actually just a hoop house with added ventilation and
a sprinkler set up, gets extremely hot. In order to get the plants out in the open where they will have a
better survival rate we built an outdoor enclosure to keep the deer and other critters from disturbing the
plants. We also set up a sprinkler system on a timer so that we didn’t have to spend the extra time
watering them. The new setup seems to be working well.

Enclosure protecting plants from critters

In March and April we were able to get a good jump on the invasive Reed Canary Grass. Once
we moved into May we had sprayed most of our quality wetlands. May brings spraying season ( from
RTV sprayer ) where we need to move a little faster and spray the large patches that remain. The
Kubota’s have a wand and boom sprayer in their beds. The wand allows us to spray more weeds at a
faster pace than walking with backpacks. It isn’t as accurate of an application method but in May we
are dealing with closing windows where our applications will be effective so the tradeoff is necessary.
The boom sprayers cover wide areas with herbicide. We use this method on large patches of problem
weeds. Many times when boom spraying we will use a selective herbicide that only kills certain target
species. Occasionally we will us a non-selective herbicide when we want to remove all plants.

RTV and sprayer

RTV in Action

On a rainy day last week Patrick gave the crew a safety and maintenance training. They
discussed our most commonly used equipment, safe use and maintenance. This type of training is very
important for our new employees but it also good for our more seasoned staff as a refresher stressing
safety and care while using our equipment. Abbey and Cole were able to use the Bobcat Skid Loader
for the first time. It is a large and powerful machine which can make it intimidating but it is actually
fairly simple to operate.

Patrick training Abbey on Bobcat use

Cole in Bobcat
Abbey driving a tractor for the first time

Damon demonstrating zero turn
mower use

Construction started on the South Afton Wetland Mitigation Bank in early May. There have
been a few small setbacks and the storms in mid-May slowed down construction but overall
construction is going well. The contractors started on the west side of the creek and will soon be
moving to the east side. We are excited for the completion of this project and the additional high
quality habitat it will add to the already spectacular Afton Preserve.

Newly sloped bank and curve

Overflow Pipe

When complete, the Afton South Prairie wetland bank will have spectacular views of
Afton’s prairie and wetland habitat landscape….

A few extra photos I took over the last month in the Preserves.

This toad was as big as my fist
Mushroom Army at Knute Olson
Shooting Star at Afton after shower

